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TRANSFORMING THE FUTURE
OF MOTOR FUEL

SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE

AN INNOVATIVE & INDEPENDENT DIGITAL 
MOTOR FUEL MARKETPLACE
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EMERGENCY USE DISCUSSION

http://www.gasology.com/
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Headquartered in New Orleans, we wanted to ensure that our local businesses 
and agencies had a personalized introduction to the powerful Gasology 
technology created by local energy and technology experts with deep roots in 
Louisiana.

LOCAL EXPERTS CHANGING THE FUTURE OF MOTOR FUEL

HOME COURT ADVANTAGE

MORE CHOICES = GOODBYE TO FUEL OUTAGES.     
We NEVER want to experience fuel outages again and want our local 
businesses to have MORE choices on where to find access to fuel supplies, 
delivery alternatives and the transparency of prices never seen before.

GASOLOGY – WE DAT

Gasology is ONLINE MOTOR FUEL and was built to connect the entire 
motor fuel supply chain on one seamless marketplace platform.  Built to 
provide buyers with more choice & control, Gasology also can be very 
instrumental in facilitating RESILIENCY to understand where fuel 
inventories exist, and fuel outages and demand changes have 
occurred…all in real-time.   We want to help.

RESILIENCY = REAL-TIME ENTIRE SUPPLY CHAIN CONNECTIVITY

Physical Supply Chain Nodes Example 
(CENTRAL GULF COAST)



EMERGENCY POWER TOOLS

Gasology is the fastest-growing, independent motor fuel marketplace and 
has been onboarding the bulk motor fuel players (refineries, wholesalers, 
distributors, gas stations, truck stops and fleets) on the platform at a 
national level.

During the 2022 emergency events, participants on our platform had more 
knowledge about fuel inventories than those NOT on our platform.   We 
are offering our platform & information to help.  100% free.

TOOLS FOR SOLVING MOTOR FUEL SUPPLY DISRUPTIONS

EMERGENCY USE POWER TOOLS OF MOTOR FUEL
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Imagine the technology that delivers the availability of motor fuel supply locations 
and demand locations at every tier in order to identify the most effective way to re-
establish a pre-disaster motor fuel supply chain.  Gasology’s innovative tools and 
interconnectivity create resilience within the motor fuel supply chain allowing for 
rapid restoration in the event of any catastrophic incident.

DELIVERING TRANSPARENCY OF SUPPLY, DEMAND & PRICING
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FREE!
100% Free for all buyers, regulators, agencies.   Sellers only pay Gasology 
a small transaction fee if fuel is sold for months/years forward into the 
future.   No subscriptions or fees to register.   100% cloud-based, secure 
and no equipment required.

EXTENSIVE BENEFITS
Buyers:   Real-time discovery of fuel availability, choices & transparency.

Sellers:   Expands access to customers (new & existing) to provide real-
time availability, price discovery, and transparency 100% online. 

Regulators/community:   Real-time motor fuel supply availability and 
pricing. Real-time buyer demand, orders and requirements.   Ability to 
coordinate distribution logistics, remove bottlenecks and expand resources 
to reduce shortages and demand challenges.

Refineries

Wholesalers/
Distributors

Truck stops

Gas Stations

Fleets

Aviation

Marine

BUILT FOR THE ENTIRE MOTOR FUEL SUPPLY CHAIN
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Fuel Suppliers

Drivers

Fuel Carriers

Carriers

Business Consumers

EV Drivers



DISCOVER CONTROL
BUILT FOR TODAY AND FOR THE FUTURE OF FUEL MANAGEMENT

BUILT FOR FUEL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Gasology combines real-time inventory data and historical data analytics 
with the best interactive forecasting, purchasing and delivery scheduling 
tools ever imagined.
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Integrated Forecast & Scheduling  based 
on historical levels or customized 
estimates. 

Real-Time Fuel Purchasing for managing 
when you need fuel.

SHOP & COMPARE prices from all your 
current AND NEW suppliers in one place.

ONE CLICK and your 
fuel will be delivered to 
you.

MANAGE ALL YOUR FUEL TANKS CUSTOMIZED PRICING

Gasology provides the power to search for and compare one-click offers, schedule 
deliveries, manage your inventories and discover new choices in real-time. 

REAL-TIME EVERYTHING



Price Services Fuel Cards

Real time pricing ü ü W

Spot transactions ü W ü

Future delivery transactions ü W W

Contingent connections ü W W

Customized terms and pricing ü W W

Flexible product blending tools ü W W

Customer invitation connectivity ü W W

Free price discovery and display ü W W

Free software ü W W
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935 Gravier Street
Suite 1100

New Orleans, LA 70112

(504) 583-7426
www.gasology.com

Gasology offers a combination of features found nowhere else.

WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN GASOLOGY
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EXPLORE GASOLOGY
START FUELING THE FUTURE OF MOBILITY
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HOW TO GET STARTED WITH GASOLOGY

To schedule a demo or simply learn more, visit 
www.gasology.com and click “SIGN UP.”

Visit the 2019 Homeland Security Supply Chain Resilience Guide at 
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-07/supply-chain-resilience-
guide.pdf.

LEARN MORE ABOUT SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCY

http://www.gasology.com/
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-07/supply-chain-resilience-guide.pdf


OUR MISSION IS TO CHANGE HOW MOTOR FUEL IS BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Gasology is the new transformational online marketplace that connects 
motor fuel suppliers with consumers to search for and purchase motor 
fuel for today, tomorrow and into the future.

Built for virtually all sellers and buyers of motor fuel from the very large 
refineries to the individual consumer, Gasology also provides the critical, 
real-time fuel availability and demand information needed during an 
emergency.   

EXPLORE THE FUTURE OF MOTOR FUEL WITH GASOLOGY.

FUELING THE FUTURE OF MOBILITY
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